, where U is an INNER FUNC-TION-OPERATOR, i.e, U(z) is a bounded analytic function on D with values in the set of all bounded linear operators in K whose nontangential strong limits U(e ix ) (these limits are well-defined a.e.) are unitary operators in K (a.e). Helson's book contains a study of the analytic properties of an inner function operator in the interior and on the boundary of D. In this article the properties of the analytic continuation of these functions outside D are studied; the results also include some information about the cyclic vectors of a CΌo-contraction in a Hubert space.
Let us state carefully the definitions that we are going to use Let F{z) be an analytic function, originally defined on D, with values in the complex Banach space .^ the "analyticity" and the domain of analyticity (or, the Riemann surface) R(F) of F is defined "via Taylor series" with coefficients in & converging absolutely in The Riemann surface R(A) of an analytic function with values in the set £f (&) of all bounded linear operators in & (A will be assumed originally defined on D) is also defined via Taylor series with coefficients in Sf{^), converging absolutely in the norm as operators in &.
As it will be shown in the next section, these conditions can be relaxed.
Let ( , •) and || \\ κ denote the inner product and the norm of K, respectively, and let We shall denote by ^ (^", resp.) the set of all full-range invariant subspaces (inner function-operators, resp.). Let ^ = UH 2 K e J^~. U(e^) is uniquely determined by ^-//, up to a constant unitary right factor (see [4] , Lect. VI). The subspace 3ίΓ = ^L is clearly invariant under S* and the operator T: St~ -> SΓ defined by
F(z) = Σ iM , G(z)
where P denotes the orthogonal projection of H 2 K onto J%~ is a Coocontraction in the sense of Sz.-Nagy and Foias; moreover, every Coocontraction can be actually represented in this form (see [6] , [8] ).
The following result is contained in [4] , Lect. VII (see also [8] ((IN) , resp.) be the set of all /i\Γ-subspaces (liV-operators, i.e., those Ue &~ such that UH% is a /N-subspace, resp.; see [5] , [6] The function q of (i) is the minimal inner function (mif) of ^£ (or U); the function p of (ii) is the minimal inner function of F with respect to ^T {"p is the mif(^Γ) of F"). In §5 we shall study the behavior of p in connection with Λ" and the relation between q, U and T; in particular, we shall give a new proof of the following theorem (see [1] ; [3] ; [5] , Chap. V; [8] 
., F(z) can be continued to an analytic &-valued function on the open disc of radius (1 + ε).
Proof. By hypothesis, we have (1) (ii) Moreover, there also exists ξe &* such that
where {M k }f =1 is a sequence of compact subsets of R such that R = [j k M k . As it is well-known, d is a metric on ^f and, moreover, By Lemma 4, we can see that Sί?" also satisfies the Condition (2). Now the result follows from (i). 
R{F(z)) -R([F(z), ξ]) ,
for all £e<^*", where ^*" is a G a -dense subset of ^*.
(b) Similarly, if A(z) is an analytic function with values in £f(&), then

R{A(z)) = Λ([A(«)t, 51) , for all (ψ,ξ)e&"x&*",
where &" and ^* /; are G δ -dense subsets of & and ^*, respectively. 2* Let 2;->2;* be the "symmetry" of C that fixes 3D) i.e., 0* = co; co* = 0; z* = z. \z\~2, for z Φ 0, ©o.
To every set RaC, let J?* = {z: z* e R}. If R is open and /(s) is analytic on R, then f*(z) -/(«*) is analytic on jβ*
The next lemma is a version for operators of the classical reflection principle for scalar functions: LEMMA 
Let Ω aC be an open disc ivhose boundary dΩ intersects 3D orthogonally. Assume that A(z) is an analytic function defined on D Π Ω whose values are bounded linear operators in K, such that 11-4(2)11* is uniformly bounded there. Then: (i) A{z) has nontangential strong limits as z approaches Γ = 3D Π Ω from the interior of D Π Ω, for almost every point of Γ.
(
ii) Furthermore, if these limit values are unitary operators in K (a.e., on Γ) and HA" 1^)^ is also uniformly bounded on D 0 Ω, then A(z) can be continued analytically to the domain Ω, by means of the formula
Proof, (i) The boundary of D Π Ω consists of two arcs of circle, so that if rj\ D Π Ω -> D is a conformal mapping, then η can be extended to a continuous and one-to-one map from Ώ = closure (D Π Ω) onto D U 3D; this extended η is analytic and conformal on Ω, except at exactly two points on the boundary (the extreme points of Γ) and it maps sets of positive linear measure on dΩ onto sets of positive linear measure on 3D. Moreover, rj" 1 has the same properties. By ( [8] , Chap. V-2) A{η~\z)) has nontangential strong limits a.e. Thus (i) follows from the properties of η.
( By a well known result, and using the fact that Γ r can be arbitrarily chosen, this implies that the functions / and g continue each other across Γ to determine an analytic function on the domain Ω.
Since this result holds for every pair of vectors φ, ψeK, it follows from Corollary 6 that A(z) -[A*^*)]" 1 is the analytic continuation of A(z) across Γ, to the domain Ω, and it is clear that ||A(z)||^ < ikf on Ω.
REMARK. It is not hard to see that the boundedness of A~ι(z) near Γ is also a necessary condition for the analytic continuation of A(z) in the conditions of the lemma. We can say more than that: assume that / e H°°, f(z) Φ 0 on D, and \f(rz In the latter case, the points λ* are poles (of the same order as the zero of q(z) at z = λ ft ) and q(z) is meromorphic in D*.
3* Now, we are going to look for a different characterization of R(U)(Ue J^), in terms of the elements of 3ίΓ. From the previous results, we get COROLLARY 9. Let ^€ = ΌH\ e ^~.
Then there exists Fe 3ίT = such that R(U(z)) = R(zF(z)). If oo is an isolated singularity for U(z), then F can be chosen so that R{U) = R{F) if and only if iz) is singular at z = 0.
Proof. By Corollary 6, there exists φeK such that R(U) = R(U(z)φ), and U, Uφ have the same kind of isolated singularities. Thus, the same is true (except perhaps for z = °°) for: [4] , Lect. VIII). If oo e R{F) for all FsJίT, then oo e R(S*Uφ) for all ^ 6 K. This implies that U(z)z~1 is regular at 2 = °o; then, by Theorem 8, zΐl^iz) is regular at 2 = 0.
Conversely, if U~\z) has a pole of order one at z == 0, then ( [5 (where V means "the closed subspace spanned by").
Proof. By Corollary 6 and Remarks there exists a
Assume that 0 is not an isolated pole of U~ι{z), then we can choose K δ such that 
The proof is contained in the following two lemmas: is a Ga-dense subset of K (see [5] , Chap. V; [6] ). Using this fact and Corollary 6 and Remarks it is not hard to prove the existence of a vector φeK and a function FeX such that:
(1) the mif (U) of φ is equal to q;
Hence, by Theorem 12,
It follows from the results of [5] , Chap. Ill (see also [2] ), that U~\z) and q~ι{z) have the the same kind of poles inside D, and every isolated singularity of these (operator-valued and scalar-valued) two functions lying on 3D is necessarily an essential singularity, as it trivially follows from Lemma 7.
From these observations and Theorem 8 we get (i). The statement (ii) follows from the results of [5] , Chap. Ill (see also [8] || U(X*)\\ K = II U-WU* ^ \QM~ι\ = lift*)I .
This result can be also obtained from the canonical formulas for IΛΓ-operators (see [2] ; [3]; [5] , Chap. IV).
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